ADDENDUM 2

To: All Interested Bidders

From: Elvia Contreras, Formal Bid Buyer

Date: April 18, 2012

Subject: Bid #12-033, Hardware Equipment for the County of El Paso

This addendum has been issued to notify interested bidders of the following question submitted:

1. The bid states that the computer equipment is Dell or HP, does it have to be those brands or can it be another brand?
   
   **Response:**
   *The County will review any Tier 1 manufacturer that is the equivalent or better than the Dell and HP brands. The County will not review any whitebox or off brand computers.*

2. The bid has specifications for a single desktop configuration, a single notebook configuration, a low volume printer, a high volume printer and networking equipment. The addendum has 3 different desktops (basic, standard and power user) 2 different laptops (basic and standard), docking requirements, tablet devices, 3 different monitors, 2 printers and 3 scanners. No specifications are included in the addendum.
   
   **Response:**
   *Specifications have been provided in the bid within section 4. All items are detailed*

3. Section 4.9 (Light Duty Scanner) - Do you have specific model, brand or part number in mind?
   
   **Response:**
   *Cannon imageFORMULA DR-2010C Compact Color Scanner*